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		Learn how to use lightweight CSS framework alternatives to build intuitive websites. This book presents five project examples that use Skeleton, Miligram, UI Kit, Material Design Lite and Susy. 
	
		


		
			This no-nonsense introduction will help you understand the concept of designing interactive websites using these frameworks with ease. Each framework is demonstrated through a practical project in an easy-to-understand manner. 
		


		Web design is streamlined nowadays thanks to CSS frameworks and, although Bootstrap and Foundation rule the roost with web design, you don't need an exhaustive framework like these for smaller websites.You'll get a glimpse into additional front-end frameworks which basically are pre-prepared packages containing structure of files and folders of HTML and CSS documents (some with JavaScript functions) that help designers and developers build interactive and immersive websites. 

	


	
		What You'll Learn

	
			
				Delve deeper into the world of CSS designs 
	
				Create interactive and immersive webpages with UI Kit, Material Design Life, and Susy
	
				Build a landing webpage with Skeleton  
	
				Design a product page for a Secure VPN product with Milligram 


		
			Who This Book Is For

		
			Readers who are familiar with basic knowledge of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and experienced web designers who aren’t familiar with frameworks other than Bootstrap or Foundation.
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Above the Board: How Ethical CEOs Create Honest CorporationsMcGraw-Hill, 2008
In recent years, a string of corporate scandals have sent shockwaves throughout the business world, resulting in the fracture of public trust in corporations. Now more than ever, corporate honesty and integrity are directly connected to success and growth. Above the Board provides strategies and methods to help you build a solid foundation...
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Mobilizing Generation 2.0: A Practical Guide to Using Web2.0 Technologies to Recruit, Organize and Engage YouthJossey-Bass, 2008
Mobilizing Generation 2.0    

    Mobilizing Generation 2.0 is a practical and immediately useful guide for nonprofits, political campaigns, organizers, and individuals who want to better understand how to use Web 2.0 technologies. In easy-to-understand terms, this accessible book describes how readers can leverage new media (blogs,...
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Clojure High Performance Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Become an expert at writing fast and high performant code in Clojure 1.7.0


	About This Book

	
		Enhance code performance by using appropriate Clojure features
	
		Improve the efficiency of applications and plan their deployment
	
		A hands-on guide to designing Clojure programs to get...
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Building Online Stores with osCommerce: Professional Edition: Learn how to design, build, and profit from a sophisticated online business.Packt Publishing, 2005
The book can be read from front to back, but each chapter is self contained so the reader can skip chapters to read those that they are interested in. Each chapter will move from basic to advanced where applicable and also relate what the administrator (reader) is doing to how this affects what the client sees on the site. 

  So, for...
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Character Development and Storytelling for Games (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2004
This is a book of ideas and of choices. Knowing which choices to make is not teachable. It's part of that creative instinct we call talent whose secret voice guides us every time we sit down at the keyboard. All stories are not identical. They are shaped by all those unique facets of the human beings who write them. All any writer can do when he...
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How to Cheat at Administering Office Communications Server 2007Syngress Publishing, 2007
Microsoft Office Communications Server (OCS) 2007 is Microsofts latest version of Live Communications Server 2005. The product provides management for all synchronous communications that takes place in real time. This includes instant messaging (IM), Voice over IP (VoIP), and audio conferencing and videoconferencing. It will work with your companys...
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